DATE: December 12, 2016
TO: 911 Emergency Response Advisory Committee
FROM: Douglas Campbell, Sparks Police Department, Senior Systems Analyst, 775-353-2241 ext. 5545, dcampbell@cityofsparks.us
THROUGH: Brian Allen, Chief of Police
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT IN THE AMOUNT OF $1,430.00 FOR CONNECTING 6 NEW RADIO CONSOLES TO NETWORK [For possible action] – A review, discussion and possible action to approve, deny or otherwise modify a request for reimbursement for the costs associated with connecting 6 new radio consoles to the radio network.

SUMMARY
This request is to approve 911 funding for the Sparks Police Department to cover the cost of connecting six (6) new radio consoles to the radio network. The work was performed by Data Tech, who does all the network wiring for the City of Sparks.

NRS APPLICABLE:
NRS 244A.7645 provides approval of costs associated with maintenance, upgrade and replacement of equipment necessary for the operation of the enhanced telephone system.

STAKEHOLDER REVIEW(s)
Stakeholders are the Sparks Police Department Public Safety Answering Point.

PREVIOUS ACTION
On October 21, 2015 and July 21, 2016 the 911 Emergency Response Advisory Committee approved the replacement of six (6) Maestro Dispatch Radio consoles.

BACKGROUND
The radio consoles were scheduled to be replaced at Sparks Police Department Emergency Communications because the current radio consoles have reached end of life cycle. The replacement console use digital connections instead of the analog connections that exist in the Dispatch center, therefore when the installation of the first new console was done it had no digital connectivity to the radio room where all the radio circuits come into the building. To complete the installation, we had to contract with Data Tech to provide a patch panel, 12 Cat 6 data cables with connectors and the labor to install the equipment. The total cost of this equipment and labor was $1,430.
**FISCAL IMPACT**

The enhanced 911 Fund is a special revenue fund which receives revenue pursuant to NRS 244A.7643 in the form of telephone surcharges collected to support the emergency reporting system. Budget authority exists within the E911 Fund to purchase the cables, patch panel and labor for a cost of $1,430.00.

**RECOMMENDATION**

It is recommended that the E911 Emergency Response Advisory Committee approve the request by the Sparks Police Department for reimbursement in the amount of $1,430.00 for connecting six (6) new radio consoles to the network.

**POSSIBLE MOTION**

It is recommended that the E911 Emergency Response Advisory Committee approve the request by the Sparks Police Department for reimbursement in the amount of $1,430.00 for connecting six (6) new radio consoles to the network.